
CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF 
PROFESSIONAL SCIENTISTS 

April 14, 2017

Steve Satake 
CalHR, Labor Relations Division 
1515 S Street, North Building, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95811 

RE: Proposed Classification Change; Energy Specialist 

Dear Mr. Satake, 

CAPS continues to support updating and consolidating state scientific classifications as the 
principal means to making the state civil service more understandable and accessible to 
everyone it serves. We would like to see the Civil Service Improvement effort come to fruition 
before Governor Brown leaves office. 

With that said the CalHR proposal for the "Energy Specialist" Series we received on April 10, 
2017 misses the mark for CAPS, for State Scientists and for the public we serve. 

I was surprised to receive these proposals from Pam Manwiller on your behalf. Recall that on 
January 19 you told me and the CAPS Bargaining Team that you had no responsibility for the 
classification reform effort, and that we should be meeting and discussing this with 
representatives of the Governmental Operations Agency. Now you want to have this proposal 
approved by the SPB within the next few days. After review, our conclusion is that this 
proposal is not ready for adoption. 

Representatives from CAPS and CalHR, and subject matter experts from many state 
departments, spent countless hours during 2014 and 2015 jointly updating and consolidating 
Unit 10 classifications. That effort was discontinued when CalHR abruptly walked away from it. 
In spite of the lack of progress since then, we believe that the last ite·rations of that joint effort-
as of June 2015-are more conducive to spirit and intent of the CSI Effort than your attached 
proposal. 

Attached you will find your proposal with our initial comments, including color-coded comments 
for language we find objectionable, and for questions to which we seek answers. 

I suggest that we meet to discuss the particulars, not just for this classification series, but for all 
state scientific classes. We prefer to return to a bilateral process where the best results can 
be developed collaboratively. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Christopher J. Voight 
Staff Director 

C: Pam Manwiller, CalHR 
Dave Rechs, GovOps 
Suzanne Ambrose, State Personnel Board 


















